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In the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development's most recent report on
development assistance, Joseph C. Wheeler is quoted as saying that he believes developing
countries are now in a period of slow but steady improvement. The report, titled "Development
Cooperation," examines the latest statistics for developing countries through 1986. In recent years,
according to the OECD, an important stabilizing factor has been official development assistance.
Aid from OECD members (advanced capitalist countries) provided 80% of all official assistance.
In 1986, OECD aid totaled $37 billion, up about 1.5% over 1985 after adjustment for exchange-rate
and price factors. In real terms, OECD aid to developing nations has increased an average 3% since
1980. According to the report, OECD members are expected to provide increased aid in the next few
years at an average 2% annual growth rate. The principal reason aid from the world's most wealthy
nations is not expected to be higher, said the report, is the "clouded outlook" for US aid levels given
Washington's budget and trade adjustment policies. Italian aid increased 58% in 1986, bringing that
country for the first time above the OECD average of aid as a percentage of total economic output.
Other nations registering accelerated aid growth in 1986 included the Netherlands, Denmark,
Finland, Ireland and Norway. Japan is expected to provide rising quantities of aid in the next several
years. In 1980, official development aid accounted for 36% of all net financial flows to developing
nations, compared to 13% in export credits, and 51% provided by private sources. In contrast, official
aid accounted for 65% of the total in 1986, compared to export credits at 2%, and 32% for private
flows.
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